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General information  
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applied for with NICDA and SCAS. All others obtain a certificate after completion of the whole course, 
including test.  
Course members from outside the Netherlands should apply with their own accreditation office on the basis 
of the requested MED Level 1 accreditation. Diving Physician (Level 2D) is optional.  
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Programme 
 

Symposium Diving Medicine; disorders of the head 
 

 

Symposium 21st Century decompression theory and DCI treatment 
 
 

 
9:00-9:30  Welcome 

 
 9:30-9:35  Introduction, Nico Schellart. 
 

1. 9:35  -10:25  Jean-Claude Le Péchon, Neo-Haldanian decompression theory and 
Haldanian based decompression procedures. 

 
 2. 10:25  -11:15 Albrecht Salm, Dual phase decompression theory and bubble dynamics 
 

Break 
 

3. 11:30-12:15 Adel Taher, DCI (differential) diagnostics  
 
4. 12:15-13:00 Jean-Claude Le Péchon, Selection of breathing gases for multi-day and 
saturation exposure and decompression in diving and tunnelling. 
 

Lunch 
 

5. 13:45-14:45 Sigrid Theunissen, The endothelial response related to diving with specific 
attention to the role of anti-oxidants 
 

6. 14:45-15:30, Albrecht Salm, Implementation of dual phase decompression in tables for 
technical diving 

Break 

 
7  15:45-16:45,  Adel Taher, Air/oxygen and Heliox DCI treatment 
 

 
 16:45 - 17:00  Test 
 

Refreshments 
 

Lecturing time includes 10 min of discussion. 
Contact time: 6h00 
 
 
Disclaimer: Capita Selecta Duikgeneeskunde (i.e. AMC and SDR) is bound to execute the program, but small program 
changes are under reserve. 
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The lecturers 
 

                               
  Jean-Claude Le Péchon            Albrecht Salm                 Adel Taher                     Sigrid Theunissen 
 
 
Jean-Claude Le Péchon graduated as biochemical engineer from INSA in Lyon in 1963 and as marine 
biologist from Nice University. He has been employed at the Musée Océanographique of Monaco as a 
research engineer and incidentally as scientific diver during the Conshelf III Experiment (the 100 msw 
undersea habitat organized by Jacques-Yves Cousteau in 1965). Later he joined CEMA in Marseilles (J.Y. 
Cousteau) to carry out research on breathing gases and to develop procedures for very deep dives (1000 
m with animals; 500 m with humans) and was a test diver in the Saturation II simulated dive at 400 msw. 
From 1973 to 1986, he served with CG DORIS, an offshore and civil engineering commercial diving 
company. In 1986 he founded JCLP Hyperbarie, a global consultancy agency/ bureau specialized in 
matters related to life support and safety under pressure (commercial diving, tunnelling, space and 
hyperbaric medicine). He has been involved in more than 75 tunnelling projects with compressed air or gas 
mixtures, up to 6.9 bars and as well as in saturation diving technology. Although retired, he is still teaching 
physiology and technology of diving- and hyperbaric medicine at several universities in France and all over 
the world. He is a National Instructor for SCUBA diving (Air, Nitrox and Trimix) and holds a deep sea 
commercial diver certification since 1974. He has published many papers in magazines, books and 
international congresses etc., and often speaks at international congresses on different topics concerning 
diving, hyperbaric medicine and compressed gas work. 
 
Albrecht Salm obtained a Ph.D. in physics and computer science at the University of Munich after his 
graduation at the University of Stuttgart. He was a commercial diver and Instructor for ‘Hard Hat’ and 
Saturation Diving. Since 1985 he is a PADI Master Scuba Diver Trainer #33913, and a Technical & 
Extended Range Instructor for SSI (Scuba Schools International, now 2nd or par to PADI), #12653. He 
contributes to the “CAISSON” (the quarterly GTUEM journal, GTUEM is: Gesellschaft fuer Tauch- und 
Ueberdruckmedizin, which reads in english: Association for Diving-& Hyperbaric Medicine), the Technical 
Diving Magazine (www.techdivingmag.com ) and to “Diving & Hyperbaric Physicians Trainings” for the 
OEGTH (OeGTH is: Oesterreichische Gesellschaft fuer Tauch- und Ueberdruckmedizin. Both GTUEM and 
OEGTH are like smaller sisters from the UHMS). Currently he is working as a consultant with the 
international SubMarineConsulting Group (www.SMC-de.com) 
 
Adel Taher, a diving instructor and diving medical specialist at the time, he was the driving force behind the 
multi-place, multi-lock chamber in Sharm el Sheik as he saw the need for a facility to specialize in diving 
related accidents. The chamber was built in the USA. He is, in addition to being director of the Hyperbaric 
Medical Centre in Sharm el Sheik also the founder and director of the diving chamber of Dahab. With over 
200 diver-HBO treatments per year, he is without any doubt world leader and trained many physicians in 
hyperbaric medicine. Dr Adel Taher is member of many international medical diving committees, and 
lectures about his work at universities, courses, etc. all over the world. He is also the director of DAN-Egypt, 
a member of the UHMS and of the EUBS. He was the driving force behind the EUBS Annual Scientific 
Meeting in Sharm el Sheik in 2007 and a recognized invited speaker at their congresses. Diving still is his 
passion. He worked intensively on diver education and raising the awareness of dive professionals and 
divers regarding proper management of dive accidents in remote areas and the proper utilization of 
normobaric oxygen. The Hyperbaric Medical Centre in Sharm hosts dive medical specialists from all over 
the world to offer hands-on experience. 
 
 
Sigrid Theunissen has graduated from the Université Libre de Bruxelles in 2004. She is professor in 
sports and physiology at the Haute Ecole Bruxelles-Brabant (ISEK) since 2007. She obtained her PhD at 
the Université de Bretagne Occidentale (UBO), France in 2013 about the effect of dark chocolate on 
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endothelial function after a SCUBA dive and successive breath-hold dives. Her main research theme is 
diving physiology and in addition she is one of the leading scientists in a hypobaric hypoxia project of ISEK, 
a collaboration with other institutes. She is a senior member of ISEK's Occupational Physiology laboratory. 
She is first author and co-author of articles in international peer-reviewed journals on oxygen physiology 
and author of many proceedings and poster presentations in international congresses. She is the secretary 
of the Belgian underwater society, member of EUBS and an enthusiastic recreational diver (2* CMAS and 
Nitrox). .  

 
 

The symposium coordinator 

 
Nico Schellart graduated as biologist and specialized in physiological and biomedical physics. He studied visual 
information processing of the retina, resulting in a PhD in 1973 (University of Amsterdam). He is an associate professor with 
the department of Biomedical Engineering and Physics of the AMC and was associate editor of a bio-engineering journal. 
He has researched information processing of the visual and auditory system of the brain in animals and humans by 
fundamental and clinical EEG and MEG methods. His neuroscience studies have resulted in publication of some 50 papers, 
80 abstracts and 10 contributions in textbooks and been published a free electronic textbook on biomedical physics. He has 
studied the brain and the visual system under hypoxic and hyperoxic conditions in both the laboratory as in the field, 
including pre-cordial Doppler studies, and recommends HBO treatment for patients with cerebral radiation damage. He 
published some 20 dysbaric and HBOT studies in e.g. Cancer, J Appl Physiol and UHM, and ten different conference 
proceedings (like EUBS and UHMS). He is a frequently asked reviewer of journals in applied, sports and environmental 
medicine. Since 2011 he is course director of the CSD. He teaches diving physiology, is member EUBS and NVD, was 
member of UHMS (during Obama administration), and often participated with contributions in their annual meetings. Also, 
he has tested the technical and physiological performance of dozens of dive computers (www.diveresearch.org), and he is a 
recreational scuba- and a former free diver. 
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Preface 
Reflections of the Editor 

 

Parallel and series ‘single-phase’ models 
Decompression physics and (patho)physiology has a history of about 150 years. In the last 
century most successful were the Neo-Haldanian models and the tables derived from these 
models. Typical is the assumption of parallel compartments, each with its own halftime and M-
values. Most used are the Bühlmann tables and their derivatives. Also successful is the series 
model, applied in the DCIEM tables. This all is discussed in Chapter 1. 
 

21th century models and the deep stop 
Bubbles arise in the venous circulation (resulting in VGE that may cause DCS) and with DCI they 
also occur at the arterial side. Pathological extra vascular bubbles are of minor importance. Their 
existence is disputable and hard proof has never been given. Despite the fact that DCI is a 
phenomenon of the vessels, only recently, in the 21th century, a series parallel model, a blood(-
lung) compartment preceding the classical parallel Neo-Haldanian compartments was developed. 
This compartment has a very short halftime (ca. 45 s, depending on exercise). Such a model, as 
developed by the Editor (see Addendum 6B), behaves differently for different ascent velocities. 
With slow ones, its effect on inert gas release is minimal (very small extra delay), but with fast 
ascents, e.g. 15 m/min off-gassing is too slow and microbubbles will arise during the ascent. With 
shallow dives, this model predicts that the deep stop is even contra-productive (see also 
Addendum 2C), but with deep dives with fast ascent speeds a short (e.g. 2 min) deep stop is 
favourable. A very sophisticated 21th century model predicting the VGE grade for a multilevel 
dive, the Copernicus model, discussed in Chapter 2 and also in Chapter 6, claims that with long 
dives the deep stop is recommended but not for short dives. With shallow dives microbubbles will 
hardly arise, but for deep dives they will. Hence a deep stop is possibly effective for deep dives 
with bounce like ascents but not for shallow dives. It should be clear that the insights about the 
deep stop are not equivocal. Unfortunately, prospective studies with all their different profiles and 
conditions are sparse, whereas retrospective research is polluted by commercial issues and 
hampered by an enormous number of parameters.  
  

Dual phase models 
Seemingly, due to the too high incidence of DCI in recreational and professional diving in the 
past, researchers developed dual phase models, which consider the gas phase in the 
compartments as well. This in the hope to provide more save protocols. Several were already 
developed in the last quarter of the last century. They are discussed in Chapter 2, with the 
emphasis on VPM and the Copernicus model. VPM versions have rather well accessible 
algorithms but unfortunately not Copernicus. VPM is mainly used in recreational diving, be it tech 
diving. Professional diving mainly applies Neo-Haldanian tables, which are adapted for each 
caisson and tunnelling work and which are improved (fine-tuning) by measuring the VGE grade 
after exposure. Such tables are discussed in Chapter 4. This chapter also discusses the choice 
of the breathing mixture with emphasis on the upper limits of the metabolic gases, oxygen and 
carbon dioxide, set by their toxic effects. 
For decades it is a wish of researchers to personalize the table or diving algorithm of the dive 
computer. A decade ago the Editor developed correction tables based on age and fitness 
(VO2max), the demographic parameters generally accepted as affecting DCS risk. Recent 
models, attempt to take exercise level into account. Copernicus also uses body composition, but 
this is dubious since body fat or BMI are not connected causally with bubble stress (see 
Addendum 6A and 6B), be it that there is an indirect effect since body fat is strongly related to 
VO2max and age. Incorporating the latter two would be more realistic.  
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Bubble interface and endothelial response 
Dual-phase models explicitly make use of the surface tension of bubbles. Some fifty years ago it 
was assumed that bubbles are covered by a fatty acid monolayer. This layer should reduce the 
surface tension by a factor 5 (compared to water), resulting in a strong bubble preserving effect. 
This assumption, still fashionable (Chapter 2), is wrong. The surface tension is only slightly 
smaller than that of water and it is more likely that bubbles are covered by protein (albumin), as 
concluded in recent studies (see e.g. Addendum 2A and 2B). A speculation might be that 
microparticles can attach to the protein skin.  
In the last century, bubbles that block vessels were seen as the main cause of DCS and 
consequently the aetiology was predominantly organ-oriented (bends, spinal cord, vestibular…..). 
In the 21th century, it became more and more clear that in addition there is also a more systemic 
effect. Bubbles attach to the vascular endothelium and induce an inflammation of the vessel wall. 
Possibly this causes to the symptom of fatigue, that nearly always occurs with DCI. In conclusion, 
DCI is likely (at least) dual-causal, a mixture of an organ and systemic disorder. The endothelial 
inflammation with platelets and neutrophil activation, increase of microparticles, occurrence of 
vascular dilatation, etc. is discussed in Chapter 5, with the emphasis on oxidative stress and the 
anti-oxidant cocoa. 
 

Differential Diagnosis of DCI and 21 century DCI treatment 
With non-aggressive diving, tables and computer algorithms are very save. However, DCI still 
happens, mostly caused by human failure but sometimes also without the violation of any safety 
rule. The cause of a diving accidents must be diagnosed, the sooner the better. This is 
extensively treated in Chapter 3. After the differential diagnosis, DCI treatment may be indicated. 
The array of treatments is discussed in the last Chapter (7). Nearly always they are successful, 
although permanent damage may occur. With tech and rebreather divers going deeper and 
deeper, classical treatment of DCI is not always the solution. In Chapter 7 application of Heliox 
will be discussed as well.  
 

The future 
Future research will offer us more understanding of the pathophysiology of DCS. After unravelling 
the mechanisms new drugs may be developed. A speculation is that application of normobaric 
100% oxygen, at the dive site and later - mainly to reduce bubble size - and application of such 
new drugs makes a chamber treatment not necessary anymore. A similar future possibly holds for 
clinical HBOT.   
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For personal use only 
 

Chapter 1 Neo-Haldanian decompression theory and Haldanian 
based decompression procedures. 

Jean-Claude Le Péchon 
 

Classic principles 
Gas dissolution 
 Solubility of gases in water is directed by 

Henry’s law which stipulates that the 
quantity of dissolved gas in a liquid, when 
equilibrium has been reached, is 
proportional to the partial pressure of the 
gas used to each that equilibrium. That 
quantity is also a function of temperature. 
Perfect gas equilibration is never the case in 
hyperbaric exposures 

 However Henry’s law is extremely useful in 
hyperbaric calculations to express dissolved 
gas quantities (mole/L, vol/L or mg/L) in 
pressure units which eliminates gas 
solubility coefficient from equations. 

 When extracted, air dissolved in water and equilibrated is no more air; it is 33 % oxygen and 
67% nitrogen! This is the dissolved air paradox! 

 Temperature rise reduces the amount of dissolved gases in liquids. 

 When a liquid is exposed to a new gas, dissolution process is directed by diffusion law (Fick’s 
Law). The flux is proportional to the exposed surface, the difference in partial pressure of 
gases on both sides and the solubility coefficients of the gas in each compartment. In a 
capillary (alveoli or in tissues) the blood 
flow acts as a convector (perfusion).  

 The kinetic to reach equilibrium as a 
function of time is an exponential process 
that involves the exchange area, the flux 
of liquid, and the differential partial 
pressures of the gas between gas and 
liquid, or between two liquid phases. The 
resulting parameter is the half time of the 
exponential.  

  When a human is considered the whole 
body can be divided into several zones 
each with a specific half-time related to 
perfusion, type of tissue (lipid or aqueous). 
They are called “tissues” when they 
correspond to a histological definition or 
“compartments” when they are only 
mathematical data. Uptake and elimination 
may not follow the same half-time values. 
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Gas elimination 

 Dissolved gas elimination from a liquid may be symmetrical to uptake when conditions of 
flow are not changed and the pressure drop is very slow not to create significant over 
saturation that would induce the formation of micro bubbles from extra gas.  

 The example of frizzing drinks is wrong 
because CO2 being very soluble in water. 
The amount of dissolved CO2 is very large 
and the significant pressure drop involved 
has nothing to compare with human 
decompression. Less than one second and 
6 bars for champagne! 

 A better example is hot water off 
gassing when released from the tap or 
when cold water is heated forming a kind of 
fog which is micro bubbling. 

 All early decompression procedures 
used the concept of acceptable “silent” over saturation values that may induce bubbles 
(ignored in calculations) but no DCI signs. It is a purely empirical approach. Those values are 
designated either as:  
 Over-saturation ratios (dissolved inert 
gas versus total pressure), 
 Maximum inert gas content at a given 
pressure (M Values) or  
 Over-saturation gradient (difference 
between inert gas content and total 
pressure).  

 Excursion dives: At the end of a short 
duration exposure to increased pressure, all 
compartments or tissues are not yet 
balanced with the inspired inert gas partial pressure. Decompression process shall take into 
account each compartment or tissue gas load individually.  

 Saturation dives: When the exposure is long enough to reach full body equilibrium, the 
decompression computation needs only to consider the compartment that is the slowest in 
the gas exchange processes: it is called saturation decompression and it is a very long 
lasting operation (1 day for each 30 meter equivalent pressure drop for Heliox exposures).  

Haldane tables 
After a long series of experiments carried out with goats, results published in 1908, Sir Haldane, 
Boycott and Damant were the first to elaborate a model of gas exchanges that produced an 
efficient decompression procedure. 
It was based on five compartments (5, 10, 20, 40 and 75 min half times) and an exponential 
uptake and elimination, associated with a uniform maximum over saturation ratio equal to 2:1. All 
the calculations were made using air pressure values rather than nitrogen partial pressures; the 
exact ratio with partial pressures of nitrogen is 1x0.79/2 or 1.58/1. Those tables have been 
implemented in the Royal Navy and for compressed air works in UK and over the world for many 
years.  
It is only 2 years later that A. and A. Borstein who were involved in a deep compressed air 
tunnelling in Hamburg, established that using oxygen during decompression stops improves the 
safety of the procedure and they introduced immediate recompression with oxygen in case of 
DCS they also described bone necrosis as a consequence of poorly adapted decompression 
protocols. 
The principle of exponential uptake of gases in various compartments is still used nowadays in 
most models for decompression. The principle of super-saturation ratio equal to 2:1 has been 
abandoned a long time ago; in particular from 1937 when Yarbrough established that short half 
time tissues can stand higher over-saturation ratios. 
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US Navy 
Then Van Der Aue (USN) in 1937 had to scientifically validate surface decompression technique 
as used since 1917 when Damant supervised salvage operations carried out with surface 
decompression… He produced USN procedure for surface decompression that was safer than 
Yarbrough tables… Longer half time tissues have been introduced and the maximum permissible 
super-saturation became a function of pressure and compartment half times. In 1956 new tables 
were issued although not satisfactory for long exposures. In 1965 Workman published an 
extensive report and provided the concept of M values “The maximum tissue pressure (M) is the 
greatest partial pressure of inert gas in a specific tissue which will not permit bubbles to form in 
the tissue at a given absolute pressure”. He denied the correspondence between histological 
tissues and decompression compartments and selected a purely mathematical series of half-
times ( Geometrical –x2- increment from 5 min to 80 min, then arithmetical (+40 min) up to 240 
min. He explained in details the table calculations:  

 an 8 compartment model, (5, 10, 20, 40, 80 - 120, 160, 200 and 240 min) 

 M values for nitrogen and helium,  

 a set of air diving tables that was implemented for US Navy use.  
Workman’s report:  http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/620879.pdf 
French Ministry of labour 
The French Navy had translated the 1956 USN tables and used a French metric version with 
some modifications for deeper dives from 1965 to 1990 when it has been revised with a 8 
symmetrical compartment model and over-saturation ratios for each compartment however 
constant at all pressures (Tables French Navy 1990). 
Following closely Workman’s model, Fructus for Comex (1974) produced an air decompression 
table with revised lower M values obtained after a comprehensive series of human experiments. 
This table has been revised again in 1992 (Imbert) including validation from actual dives in the 
field, and incorporating a few parameters taking into account the existence of bubbles, and they 
became the French ministry of labour set of decompression tables, still in force nowadays. 
Example: Mini-Table Air decompression below. 

DEPTH  
Metres  

BOTTOM TIMES (minutes) 

12 165 170 180 195 210 240 - - - - - - - -
15 80 90 100 110 115 130 - - - - - - - -
18 50 55 60 70 75 80 - - - - - - - -
21 35 40 45 50 55 60 - - - 75 - - - -
24 25 30 35 40 45 50 - - 55 60 - - - -
27 20 25 30 33 35 - - 40 45 48 - 55 - -
30 15 20 25 28 30 - - 35 38 42 - 47 55 -
33 12 15 20 23 - - 25 30 32 37 - 40 47 -
36 10 15 17 20 - - 22 25 27 32 - 34 40 43
39 8 10 15 17 - - 20 22 24 - 27 30 35 38
42 7 10 13 14 - - 18 20 - - 24 27 30 33
45 6 10 12 13 - - 15 18 - - 22 25 28 30
48 5 8 10 12 - - 15 - - - 20 23 26 28
51 5 7 8 - - - 12 - - - 18 21 24 25
54 - 5 7 - - - 10 - - - 16 19 - 23
57 - 5 6 - - - 10 - - - 14 17 - 21
60 - - 5 - - - 8 - - - 12 - - 18
STOPS Ascent to first stop 12 m / min (3 m each 15 seconds)
12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3
9 - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 5 5
6 - - - - - - 3 3 3 3 5 7 10 12
3 - 3 5 7 10 15 7 12 15 20 15 20 25 25

Mini Table Air decompression MT 1992 
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In the same manner Heliox tables were published as well as compressed air tables derived from 
the same model however with more restrictive M values to take into account the longer duration 
of exposure and the workload involved in those caisson works. 
www.sneti.eu/pdf/tables-ministere-du-travail.pdf 
 

Bühlmann’s concept (1984)  

In association with Keller he introduced the technique of multi-gas decompression after deep 
excursions with Heliox mixes and Trimixes during compression and decompression; Keller 
succeeded the very first dives in the range of 300 m (1961 in Toulon – French Navy Chamber and 
1962, open sea in San Diego)! 
 

In Zurich, Bühlmann also undertook extensive series of human experiments and he established a 
new set of tables based on 16 histological tissues those half times have been determined 
experimentally. Each tissue is associated with half times and M values for cumulative helium and 
nitrogen. Ratio of half times for nitrogen and helium is 2.65:1. Both gases accumulate and exit 
compartments with relative half times. The M values for each compartment are a linear function of 
pressure:  

M Value (Max Pinert gas at a given 
pressure P):  

 
M = P/b + a,  

 
where “a” and “b” are constants 
depending on specific half times of the 
tissue concerned.  
This resulted in the ZH-L 16A model. 
Later he slightly modified several “a” 
constants with the aim to make the tables 
more conservative, resulting in the B and 
later the C versions of tables  
He introduced also the alveolar gas as 
inspired inert gas partial pressure, in 
particular because he was concerned 
with altitude dives in Switzerland. Water 
vapour relative content in lungs being 
more and more important as local 
atmospheric pressure is reduced. 
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The simplicity of the calculations, and the proved quality of the tables produced made his model a 
nice candidate for incorporation into dive computers softwares. Many computers still distributed 
are based on Bülhmann’s model, but generally with 8 compartments only.  
Later, all kind of modifications have been implemented to take into account bubbles, and 
eventually to change the M Values to increase safety when special conditions exist. For instance 
ZHL–8 ADT MB PDIS is implemented in the recent UWATEC dive computers. In fact, a great 
majority of dive computers have implemented some version of the ZH-L model.  
The model is purely perfusion limited and tissues are identified as organs. 

Sterk calculations 

Since 1975, under proprietary calculations W. Sterk, has produced The Netherlands official 
decompression tables, revised (2015) to improve safety and take advantage of field data and 
extensive bubble detections results. 
Air, air and oxygen stops and Nitrox diving tables, Trimix for caisson works … are among these 
tables. 

Hempleman’s Concept 

Hempleman considered mostly bends in the joints as the main DCI problem. He suggested that 
diffusion in a layer of joints cartilage represents the uptake of gas, and that the elimination is not 
symmetrical and much slower eventually due to some bubbles… 
He calculated the quantity Q of gas diffusing in a single layer of tissue as a function of time: Q = C 
t1/2 (the square root of time t). C is the gauge pressure of exposure to compressed air. 
Hempleman found empirically the maximum value for Q to decompress “safely” to atmospheric 
pressure: Q < 465. 
He matched his calculated table with the NO-D US Navy limits and found a perfect agreement. 
He then produced a full set of table in 1968, including oxygen decompression tables. The 
Underwater Engineering Group published them for use by many commercial diving companies in 
the UK. 
In parallel he produced tables (1966) for 
compressed air workers known as 
Balckpool tables and introduced the 
principle of acclimatization, asking the 
new comers to enter compressed air later 
than the regular workers and decompress 
with the group. That has been a great 
progress, the procedure have been used 
in the whole Commonwealth, until the late 
1990’s. The stops were too long for short 
duration exposures and much too short for 
very long working times. In addition they 
have been used with the “decant” 
procedure (back to atmospheric pressure 
and recompression in a chamber on site). 
That produced a significant number of DCI 
and bone necrosis cases.  
Presently acclimatization cannot be 
considered in compressed air work for 
TBM maintenance, since hyperbaric 
interventions are only necessary to repair 
the cutters, and they are generally not continuous. There is not time for acclimatization; tables 
should be safe directly for new comers. 
When at last the UK authorities in 2004, removed the ban on oxygen decompression in tunnelling, 
they decided to still use Blackpool tables, changing only air for oxygen at the lasts stops which did 
not considered the advantages of oxygen on decompression time neither used deeper stops 
while breathing oxygen! It is a very bad decision still in force in UK!!! In the mean time Hennessy 
also from RNPL calculated the BSAC tables based on similar principles but taking into account 
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the released gas volume as bubbles. He also was the first to insist that bubble may be on the 
arterial side of the circulation (1988)… 
 
Hills Thermodynamic approach 
Hills (1977) tried a completely new approach using a diffusion limited algorithm. A thermal 
analogue was used to simulate gas exchanges, and the maximum permissible over-saturation 
was kept close to zero. The gas elimination driving force is mostly the inherent under-saturation 
created by the so called Oxygen Window. The decompression profile starts with deep stop and 
ends with a final sharp drop. 
He nevertheless calculated free gas volume and used it as the ascent limiting factor. His model 
never received practical application. 
 
Other concepts 
Nishi at DCIEM in Canada developed further the model of Kidd and Stubs which was a pneumatic 
analogue computer for divers. 
DCIEM approach is to consider a purely diffusion process into a 4 compartment model in series to 
compute gas uptake. Elimination is calculated following the reverse path. The decompression 
limiting factor is the maximum 
possible calculated gas volume 
released from solution. 
The validations of the limiting 
factors have been established 
experimentally using extensively 
the circulating bubbles detection 
with the ultrasonic Doppler detector 
technology. 
The resulting tables are currently in 
use in the Canadian Navy as well 
as in other countries, in several 
commercial diving companies and national recreational diving federations. 
   
Rate of ascent to first stop 
For operational and practical reasons, in the early days a conflict between US Navy hard-hat 
divers and swimmers resulted in a decision: ascent to first stop is 60 ft/min (18 m/min) for both 
groups. No physiological aspect has ever been suggested during the talks. 
It appeared later that this rate of ascent is too fast for a safe decompression, nowadays it is 
selected between 15 and 9 m/min. Variable rates have also been introduced in modern 
procedures. 
The main reasons for that requirement of slow ascent to the first stop being the risk of triggering 
micro nuclei to grow into micro bubbles during that phase. During the stops they may grow from 
surrounding dissolved gas and then, when total pressure decreases significantly close to the 
surface, Boyle-Mariotte effect will enlarge them dramatically.  
 
Saturation final decompression 
Whatever the model, decompressing from saturation exposures is simpler since only the longest 
compartment is of importance to evaluate the potential over-saturation, all the faster 
compartments loose gas faster and cannot be the directing compartment. 
In the early days exponential decompression, with an appropriate half time for the profile, proved 
to be safe from 100 metres (Conshelf III – 1965). Soon it appeared that from higher pressure (> 
40 b – 400 m) it was prone to induce inner ear DCI!, the fast deep pressure reduction being much 
too fast.  
Several tentative adjustments (night rest by US navy) linear profiles, very slow last bar (10 m) 
resulted in various procedures. They are either purely empirical or based on gradients, and high 
PO2 to keep an acceptable driving force. 
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The only parameter to control is either the over-saturation gradient created by the reduction of 
pressure or the level of circulating bubbles. 

 
This is applicable to deep saturation dives as well as denitrogenation of astronauts before EVA 
(Extra-Vehicular Activity). On the figure, is shown a saturation decompression with semi-constant 
PO2 (0.5 bar during active phases, and 0.55 bar during sleeping times). And an accepted over 
saturation gradient decreasing as pressure is reduced. 
 
Some conclusions 
None of these models are “physiologically” correct, probabilistic models and bubble models are 
not either…  Even when they also produce acceptable tables they are far from reality. 
In particular it is noticeable that the only bubbles currently measured are circulating bubbles 
although algorithms taking into account bubbles consider only tissue bubbles. The mechanism for 
bubbles to cross over from tissues into blood steam is still an open question.  
Van Liew in 1992 specified the criteria for a good decompression algorithm… It should consider 
the consequences of the following points: 

1. Pre-existing gas nuclei, 
2. Bubbles growth is resulting from both gas diffusion and pressure decrease, 
3. Pressure in a bubble is determined in adding : Ambient pressure, Pressure resulting from 
surface tension, tissue resistance, local hydrostatic pressure in the body and is equal the total 
of gas partial pressures inside (H2O, O2, CO2, and N2, He), 
4. Inherent under-saturation or Oxygen Window, 
5. Specific perfusion rate of each zone of tissue, 
6. Small bubbles are spherical, 
7. When a bubble is growing it will suck out inert gas from the close by bubbles (clamping). 
  
References of major textbooks 
Underwater physiology symposia by UHMS (I to IX) 1962-1987 
“Bennett and Elliott”: The physiology and medicine of diving.    Five editions. 1969-2003 

Bülhmann A.A. (1984) Decompression Sickness :  English translation Springer-Verlag editor 
Hills B. A. (1977) Decompression sickness Volume 1; Jhon Wiley & Ssns editor  
Workshops organized by UHMS (www.uhms.org) several of them are devoted to various aspects 
of decompression. 
 
USN navy “historical” Workman’s report 1965 
 http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/620879.pdf 
 
 

EVA Decompression 
Deep Heliox saturation decompression
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Chapter 2 Dual phase decompression theory and bubble dynamics 
 

Albrecht Salm 
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Addendum 2B 
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Chapter 3 Differential Diagnosis for Decompression Illness 
 

Adel Taher 
 
It is of paramount importance that we understand the importance and value of establishing a 
differential diagnosis (DD) in dive accidents. The ramifications that follow will affect the patient, 
the prognosis, the rescue personnel involved with the medivac of the accident and the costs that 
will need to be covered by the insurance company. 
One should consider that recently, dive destinations are becoming more exotic, further and harder 
to reach and the medical infrastructure in that remoteness varies from scarce to nonexistent. The 
physicians on site and in the field are faced with the burden of taking the decision, whether a 
diver should be moved to a recompression chamber or not. Actually, the first question they have 
to answer before that is whether the presenting accident is a dive accident or not?  
Divers reached recompression chambers following very risky, costly and difficult evacuations to 
discover that the symptoms they had were attributed by a whiplash or cervical spondylosis and 
not in the least diving related or in other instances, they arrived free of symptoms, as the 
normobaric oxygen they breathed during the transport was enough to cure them! 
"A proper treatment is based on a correct diagnosis." Carl Edmonds. 
A multitude of factors need to be considered when examining a presumed ‘diving accident’: Pre-
existing conditions, medication and their side effects, medical history, elements during the dive 
that could have provoked pathophysiological changes resulting in symptoms, other ailments that 
could have been dive related, but do not classify as decompression illness, equipment 
considerations, environmental conditions and many other factors. 
The current population of divers is partly an aging one, as many have learned in the 70ies boom. 
Many of them have cardio-vascular and other chronic diseases and may not be fit to dive, but 
continue to engage in the sport. 
We should consider any symptom following breathing a gas under pressure or even following 
deep, repeated breath hold diving, a possible decompression illness (DCI) until proven otherwise. 
Some guidelines for the train of thought may help in reaching a DD. Any symptoms developing at 
depth, during the isopression phase, are usually safe to exclude from DCI, though some could be 
misleading, like immersion pulmonary edema, as the symptoms will continue through the 
recompression phase and at the surface. Some symptoms of arterial gas embolism and cerebral 
arterial gas embolism (AGE/CAGE) can start in the last few meters of ascent and continue at the 
surface. Pneumoencephalus is another rare and confusing incident that will worsen with the 
reduction of the ambient pressure. 
Pre-existing conditions could be affected by the increase in ambient pressure and the 
barotraumata of ascent can cause seventh cranial nerve and trigeminal neuralgia symptoms. 
Previous trauma could result in nerve entrapment that could easily be attributed to DCI.   
The author mentions a multitude of conditions that could easily be confused with DCI and directs 
the examining physician to use all the tools at hand to identify the causes of the symptoms and 
decide then whether these are DCI related or not and whether the patient needs recompression 
and evacuation or not. Examples are: pre-existing disease, like migraine or multiple sclerosis 
(MS), cardio-vascular conditions, metabolic derailment, like diabetes mellitus (DM), pulmonary 
disease, allergic dermatitis, drug and alcohol abuse, anxiety and psychiatric disorders, seizure 
disorders, vertebral disc prolapse, effects caused by medication and many other conditions. 
An example of a difficult DD with inner ear symptoms and the possible consequences of a wrong 
diagnosis is discussed. A short account of Facial baroparesis is also mentioned. 
Consultation with more experienced specialists and consultants should be secured 24/7 and are 
the safeguard against premature, and often wrong, decisions. 
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At the end, a reminder that divers receiving recompression therapy and not showing signs of 
improvement are most likely not suffering a DCI. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note that in the slide show the slides are ordered vertically. 
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Chapter 4 Selection of breathing gases for diving, deep tunnelling 

and decompression 

Jean-Claude Le Péchon 
 

Why not use compressed air in diving? 

Compressed is the simplest and easiest way to dive, however there are also several reasons for not using 
compressed air in diving. The limitation of air breathing while under water pertains to various physical and 
chemical properties of pressurized gases and breathing condition: 

 Changes in volume due to Boyle-Mariotte’s law,  

 Effects of gases partial pressure on their toxicity  

 The consequences of inert gas loading of tissues and decompression issues…,  

Physics 

Boyle-Mariotte and gas density 

Gas compression reduces the volume corresponding to a given mass of gas. This may cause barotrauma. 
However is not related to the chemical composition of the gas breathed. We are not concerned here.  

Compression of gases increases the mass of gas in a given volume which results in an increased gas 
density, proportional to absolute pressure. The gas density is a significant factor in breathing resistance in 
the airways as well as in the equipment supplying the breathing gas (regulator or rebreather …). 

In the airways the alveolar ventilation is 
impaired by gas density according to the 
square root of gas density for the same flow 
rate. With shallow depths this does not affect 
the physiology, but for dives deeper than 40 m 
this finally results in hypercapnia. This can be 
coped with when there is a low level of 
exercise. The situation is different when diving 
with open circuit (no contaminated inspired 
gas) and with rebreather diving when inspired 
gas may become contaminated. With a high 
level of exercise ventilation is strongly 
increased to prevent the blood carbon dioxide 
content to exceed a critical level. Now, the 
extra effort of breathing produces more carbon 
dioxide; this becomes a vicious circle 
aggravated by the fact that with high flows also the middle sized airways become turbulent, increasing the 
breathing resistance even more. Breathlessness may result. The only way to cope with that evolving 
condition is to abort the dive and start a prudent ascent trying to breathe deeply and slowly. 
 
Diving on air beyond 50 m is not recommended. For deeper excursion, a mix gas containing a proper 
amount of helium is required. 
Helium is 7 times less dense than nitrogen and this solves the problem of gas density at least up to about 
400 meters.  

  

P

P

Risk of drowning 
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Dalton and partial pressures 

In a gas mixture at a pressure P a component partial pressure is the product of the centesimal 
concentration of the gas multiplied by the absolute pressure.  
All physiological effects of a gas in the body are directed by alveolar partial 
pressure which is close from atmosphere partial pressure of the gas.  
Selecting a suitable gas for a dive requires that all potentially beneficial or 
toxic effects of each component are optimised according mainly to the depth 
and duration of the dive.  

Chemistry Mendeleiv 

 
There are many candidate 
gases for inclusions in breathing mixtures. Of course 
there must be oxygen; however the inert gas can be 
selected among gases from the Mendeleiv classification. 
Several of them have been tested and proved to be 
unacceptable for various reasons (narcosis, density, 
safety, availability and cost …). This is the case of neon, 
argon, krypton and in part hydrogen. The only efficient 
ones are nitrogen and helium! 
 

 Oxygen 

High partial pressure of oxygen is both beneficial and toxic in diving. 
In a breathing mixture, the more oxygen, the less inert gas; inert gas being responsible for the 
decompression requirements, it is beneficial to increase oxygen partial pressure as much as permitted both 
during exposure and decompression. 
On the over hand high partial pressure oxygen is producing adverse effects of cells; pulmonary for long 
term exposures at moderate values and on the brain for acute exposures to values above 1.6 bar, 
specifically when immersed. All breathing mixtures are hyperoxic. Hypoxic Trimix does not exist in diving. 
 

Nitrogen narcosis 

Nitrogen at partial pressure above 4 bars impairs synapse communication which induces progressive 
narcosis, enhanced by hypercapnia, stress and poor environmental condition. 
Diving deeper than 50 meters breathing air involves a serious risk of miss behaviour eventually leading to 
complete loss of control… The maximum accepted partial pressure of nitrogen in most of diving regulation 
is 4.8 bars (air at 50 m). 
A reasonable value for Trimix is in the range of 3  to 4 bars of nitrogen. 
 

 Helium 

 Helium is not narcotic; it is rather an excitant of central nervous system. This effect appears in the 
range of PHe > 20 bars, depending of compression rate to reach that pressure; it is called High 
Pressure Nervous Syndrome (HPNS). 

 Helium is a very efficient heat transfer agent; consequently helium atmosphere must be maintained at 
relatively high temperature (30 to 32 °C) depending of total pressure, and breathing gases must be 
heated for long duration dives, in particular deeper than about 80 m. 

Decompression 

Oxygen 

Safe decompression requires as much oxygen as permitted by oxygen toxicity. 
This advantage of oxygen is due to the so called “Oxygen Window” or inherent under-saturation, caused by 
oxygen destruction by tissue metabolism, replaced by the equivalent quantity of carbon dioxide, which is 
extremely soluble and chemically bond in plasma which results in very low tension of dissolved carbon 
dioxide. 
When choosing a mix the more oxygen the less inert gas, the less decompression time in shallow water 
diving this the principle of using enriched air called Nitrox. 
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When decompression stops become long, they should be performed on oxygen breathing which reduces 
stops duration by about 1/3, and improves decompression quality in all cases. 
 

Helium versus nitrogen 

Elimination of nitrogen loaded up during the air or Nitrox dives requires decompression time, reducing the 
nitrogen content to the advantage of oxygen, thanks to the so called Oxygen Window, reduces the 
decompression penalty.  
High diffusion rate of helium fasten the helium exchanges into the body. Uptake and elimination are faster 
than for nitrogen. The classical value based on diffusion properties is a ratio of 2.6 (He/N2) used for half 
time of equivalent compartments in calculation of gas uptake. Consequence short dives require more 
decompression time than with nitrogen, and saturation exposures require about half as long as similar 
exposures in Nitrox saturation at the same pressure with same PO2 values.  
In Trimix for excursion exposures adding helium may reduce total decompression time when compared to 
air exposures at the same pressure for the same duration (Sterk procedures).  
 

Practical choices of gases 

 

Moderate depths 

 Air is of course the most used breathing gas for commercial and recreational dives down to 50 
m.  
 Nitrox has several applications :  
 Improve safety of decompression breathing Nitrox and decompressing on air tables,  
 Increase working time using air equivalent depth to enter tables or computers,  
 For altitude diving it allows longer working time and help compensating altitude penalty,  
 In rebreathers supplied with air and pure oxygen, Nitrox is common practice.  
 When long daily Nitrox dives are performed, oxygen toxicity requires to be monitored using 
OTU and keeping daily dose below 400 OTU. 

Rebreathers which gases? 

 Closed circuit units 

Oxygen supplied from pure oxygen, volume compensation gas can be either air, Nitrox, Heliox or Trimix 
according the type of dive. The most important is that this gas be breathable at maximum depth of the 
dive and should not produce PO2 higher than 2 bars at that depth. 

 Semi-closed circuits units 

Oxygen is supplied with an over oxygenated mix oxygen concentration being selected according to the type 
of injection system and the depth of he dive. 

The inert gas can be Air, Nitrox, Heliox or Trimix. In some systems there are even 2 mixes when the depth 
range is large. 

Underwater habitats 

 

 
 
There are two types of sub-sea habitats: Shallow water (less than 15 m) and deeper ones more than 15m. 
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Shallow water can use compressed air to ventilate and keep the atmosphere clean because PO2 is at most 
close to 0.5 bar and can be breathed continuously (Diogène 1962, Conshelf 2 (1963), Tectite, Aquarius 
(2018). 
Decompression can be performed in water after some denitrogenation on pure oxygen or high PO2 mix 
breathed on masks in the habitat and pure oxygen in-water stops.  
Deep habitats need an internal regeneration system like a large rebreather. Atmosphere may be Nitrox, 
Trimix Conshelf 2 – 25 m (1963) or Heliox depending of the depth. Decompression must be made with a 
TUP system or ascent of the pressurized habitat and decompression in surface (Conshelf III experiment 
100 m 1965!) 
The German habitat Helgoland had a Nitrox atmosphere, with PO2 at 0.21 bar and and immersion depth 
from 9 m to a maximum of 33 m according to the missions between 1971 and 1980.  
 

Deep dives and deep compressed air work 

 Bounce dives 

 For very long time only Heliox mixtures have been used, following the US Navy diving manual 
 Some diving companies (CG Doris, IUC and in the Netherland) and the French Navy, successfully dove 
with Trimix since the early 70’s. 
 More recently “technical divers” discovered the advantages of Trimix and nowadays most of deep 
recreational dives, open circuit or rebreathers, are performed with Trimix. Extreme bounce dives on 
rebreathers are performed with minimum nitrogen in the mix. The actual limit of such exercise is in the 
range of 300 m, with many casualties… HPNS, cold, decompression sickness in particular inner ear 
cases… 

 
 Saturation dives Heliox,  Trimix and 

tunnelling 

 Commercial dives in the offshore 
industry are always performed with Heliox 
mixes even when in the chambers there is 
0.8 bar of nitrogen left! Mix delivered to 
the working diver does not contain 
nitrogen. 
 Tunnelling at pressure in the range of 
3.5 to 6 bars may require bounce 
exposures, most of times they are carried 
out on Trimix : Westerschelde – Sterk- 
Seattle JCLP. 
 In some tunnelling operations at 
moderate pressure (3.5 to 7 bars) and 
when saturation is needed, it may be 
practical to keep a constant partial 
pressure of nitrogen during transfers and 
breathe air in the shuttle. Then the saturation mix should be Trimix. At higher pressures (ex: Bosphorus -
2016- 10 bars) Heliox has been used all the way. 
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Very deep experiments 

 The early experiments (1970’s) have evaluated Heliox and discovered HPNS (400-600 m). Serious 
improvements have been gained by controlling compression procedures.  

 The idea of compensation of HPNS in 
adding significant level of the “narcotic” 
Nitrogen, had been successful (Janus IV – 
1977 – 501 m)… Although this 
compensation effect has not been fully 
confirmed.  

 Deeper than 400 m even Heliox has a 
density equivalent to air at 50m… To 
reduce the density and eliminate HPNS 
using hydrogen was a tempting possibility. 
Many experiments have been carried out 
in particular at Comex. It demonstrated the 
huge advantage on breathing comfort; 
however hydrogen is psychotropic above 
about 25 to 30 bars PH2. A very deep trial 
in Comex hyperbaric centre had one diver 
compressed to 70 bars on Trimix (P2 0.5 
bars, PHe 35.5 bars, PH2 35 bars). The 
Hydra X open sea dive on board DSV 
Aurelia, demonstrated a very efficient underwater working capacity of the six divers as deep as 534 m 
with a similar Trimix. Practical application of hydrogen diving is not needed any more by the industry 
and the risks associated with explosive properties of hydrogen ruled out this gas.   

Conclusion 

Gas management in diving is easy with air diving or compressed air work.  
When it becomes necessary to change the breathing media, it is only a matter of selecting the partial 
pressures of the various gases that must be adjusted to optimise the procedure taking into account: 
 

 the various phases of the operation,   
 the maximum pressure,  
 the duration of exposure,  
 the condition of decompression,  
 the overall environment and the available equipment, 
 Incidentally, for recreational divers, the cost of the gases! 

Aurelia - Hydra VIII support vessel 
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For personal use only 

 

Chapter 5 The endothelial response related to DCI with specific 
attention to the role of antioxidants 

 
Sigrid Theunissen 

Abstract 
 
Diving involves constraints related to immersion, hyperbaria, hyperoxia, decompression, cold and 
physical exercise. These stressors can cause the appearance of circulating bubbles, platelet 
activation and / or the presence of microparticles leading to endothelial dysfunction and oxidative 
stress. All of these factors are potential risks for the development of decompression sickness 
(DCS). Indeed, higher amounts of detected bubbles post-dive has been correlated with a higher 
probability of DCS. Nevertheless, there are so-called "silent" bubbles that do not cause 
decompression sickness and many divers may have circulating bubbles after diving without 
developing DCS. The bullae phenomenon does not constitute all the pathology and it is important 
to turn to other factors that may be at the origin of these DCS. After saturation dives, it was 
observed that the number of platelets was decreased, and this was inversely correlated with the 
number of bubbles. Contact of bubbles with the endothelial wall also releases microparticles (MP) 
and a greater number of microparticles are observed in blood after the dive. These MP result in 
platelet aggregation, inflammation, and neutrophil activation. Bubble-induced MP can mediate 
endothelial dysfunction and it was even proposed that DCS would not be the consequence of the 
bubbles themselves but of endothelial dysfunction and microparticles associated with diving.  
Endothelial dysfunction is characterized by a decrease in the availability of nitric oxide (NO), a 
powerful vasodilator. It reacts with oxygen-free radicals, augmented by diving, to form 
peroxynitrites (ONOO-), an oxidative stress marker. The antioxidant status of the diver is an 
important mechanism in protecting against diseases. It is influenced by genetic factors but also by 
food. Among them, dark chocolate is a powerful antioxidant, as it includes a large amount of 
polyphenols. For this reason, 30g of dark chocolate was given to divers before diving to assess its 
effect on endothelial function and oxidative stress post-dive. 
 
A preliminary study compared the effects of dark and white chocolate on the endothelial function 
of healthy subjects and assessed the dynamics of any changes. Dark chocolate was shown to 
increase flow-mediated dilation (% change in brachial artery diameter before and after 5 minutes 
of occlusion) 120 minutes after ingestion. White chocolate had no effect on endothelial function. 
We therefore administered 30g of dark chocolate 1h30 before a SCUBA dive (30min - 33m) to 21 
experienced divers and compared them to a control group (n = 21) that did not take chocolate. 
The results of this study showed that chocolate is able to increase FMD and NO production after 
a dive while no variation of NO, combined with a reduced FMD, was observed in the control 
group. In previous studies, it was hypothesized that NO transforms into ONOO-, which is why it 
did not change. However, the rate of ONOO- decreased in the control group. Because oxidative 
stress was already shown after SCUBA diving, we concluded that ONOO- is not a good marker of 
oxidative stress in diving. 
Conclusion: The reduction of FMD observed post SCUBA dive is shown to be linked to oxidative 
stress since it is prevented by dark chocolate ingestion prior to diving (antioxidant administration). 
Dark chocolate is therefore a good method to prevent post-dive endothelial dysfunction. The 
absence of NO variation in a control SCUBA dive suggests that FMD is the consequence of the 
autonomic nervous system and / or an alteration of vascular smooth muscle. 
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Chapter 6 Dual phase decompression theory and bubble dynamics 
 

Albrecht Salm 
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Chapter 7 Treatment of Decompression Illness (DCI) 
 

Adel Taher 
Abstract  
 

The treatment of Decompression Illness (DCI) went through various stages and experimental 
guess work before reaching the state it has now. Decompression was observed first in Caisson 
workers spending long shifts working hard under pressure to build foundations for bridges and to 
dig tunnels. Those suffering the strange pains and sensory losses and even paralysis had nothing 
to help them, except good wishes and hopes for a spontaneous recovery. 

1854, Pol & Watelle made the first attempts at alleviating these symptoms by returning the 
workers to pressure. Foley followed by constructing a small portable chamber, and many other 
pioneers came after that. In 1937, Behnke and Shaw performed the first ‘modern’ treatment of 
decompression sickness in a recompression chamber. Two years later, Behnke & Yarnbrough 
introduced hyperbaric oxygen into the standard treatment modalities of the US Navy. The rest is 
history that we know! 

Other treatment gases were added, like HELIOX and EANx and new tables were developed. 
Saturation diving developed and created new challenges and saturation treatment tables were 
designed to cope with the new problems.  

The concept of “treatment” is actually narrow and usually refers to the treatment in the 
recompression chamber. We prefer to term that, the “definitive treatment”. The management of a 
diving accident should actually begin with educating the new divers and teaching them how to 
recognize the possible symptoms that could indicate a diving accident ‘early’. Early recognition 
means early intervention, early activation of the rescue chain and starting  1st aid measures, 
which will have a direct impact on the prognosis of the anticipated ‘definitive treatment’.  

The 1st aid measures and the steps that need to be taken by the examining physician on site are 
mentioned and stressed. They represent the backbone for any subsequent treatment. After the 
patient reaches the recompression chamber, the Initial Assessment begins. This serves reaching 
a differential diagnosis and assessing the general condition and establishing a neurological base 
line and deciding whether the case needs recompression or not. The methods used to gather the 
information, get a detailed medical and diving history and the pitfalls are all discussed in detail. 
The time of arrival at the recompression chamber in relation to ending the dive and to the 
appearance of the first symptom are very important to notice and will eventually influence the 
choice of the suitable treatment table. The rationale behind using hyperbaric oxygen is also 
mentioned with a hint at the value of the ‘oxygen window’ in treatment. 

Some figures comparing diving accidents among sport and recreational divers and commercial 
and military divers, are discussed. All the steps that need to be taken to start and conclude a 
chamber treatment are reviewed and some are discussed in detail. Also the question of starting 
physiotherapy under pressure is mentioned. 

The decision making process and choice of treatment table is discussed and some tables are 
presented. The difficult questions that the treating physician might face are asked. Then HELIOX 
is presented as a possible modality for treating specific cases and the author’s experience with 
such treatments as well as parts of his lecture in the HELIOX workshop in 2015 in Amsterdam is 
included.  

At the end we look at various ways of treating the persistent symptoms following the initial 
recompression therapy. 
 

 

 

Note that in the slide show the slides are ordered vertically.
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